FUN AT THE MOTHMAN MUSEUM
Linda Sigman & Michael Moore - November 08, 2018

On November 8th, I was notified by an acquaintance of mine, Tim Frick, who played one of the Men
in Black at the 2017 Mothman Festival at Point Pleasant that The Travel Channel was looking for
people to interview that had had a Mothman experience. Tim told them about me and gave them my
phone number, and on November 9th, they called me for a phone interview. These people were from
Prometheus Entertainment out of Los Angeles.
After conducting a phone interview with them over the phone, I agreed to travel to Point Pleasant, WV
on November 12th to do a film interview. Michael and I met them at the Mothman Museum. It was
cold that day with snow flurries, and the film crew was freezing! They had just come from Scotland,
where they did an investigation of the Loch Ness Monster and an interview with Georgia Tsoukalos,
from Ancient Aliens. After our interview, they were headed to Wisconsin.

The film interview was a lot of fun, but took many takes, as construction and a jack hammer caused
lots of noise, as did people coming and going from the Mothman Museum and trucks driving
by. Despite the cold weather and interference, everything went well, and Michael took lots of photos,
supported me and kept me from becoming nervous. We both had a lot of fun and met a couple from
Pittsburg area who later met us for lunch.

It was warm inside the museum…where Michael took these shots of me being interviewed.
The show, Monster Mysteries, will debut on the Travel Channel in the springtime. The times will be
announced later. We aren't able to share any of our photos online until it debuts, but we wanted to
share this exciting experience with you.
Check Travel Channel online at:
https://www.travelchannel.com/shows/monsters-and-mysteries-in-america

Vanessa Wilson and Trent Bullard shared an actual photo they found of one of the supposed Men in
Black with me which sent a chill up my spine saying it looked exactly like what I saw when I went
shopping two weeks before the Silver Bridge Collapsed.

Below is a photo of The Travel Channel Crew with Linda

Below are a few shots of inside the museum run by Jeff Wamsley:

